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Smartwatch Colmi P60 (black)
Colmi P60 is a smart assistant that will make your daily life easier. The 1.96" TFT display is responsible for a clear, high-quality image,
while the lightweight and minimalist design ensures comfort and looks great. What's more, it will allow you to take care of your health
and  fitness  with  practical  functions  and  more  than  100  sports  modes.  In  addition,  it  allows  you  to  answer  incoming  calls,  check  the
weather forecast, take pictures remotely and much more. See for yourself!
 
Clear access to information
With the Colmi P60, you can easily read new notifications and adjust settings. The smartwatch offers a 1.96" rectangular TFT display with
a resolution of 320x386p, which translates into HD-quality images. In addition, it features a sleek and minimalist design - it will  match
almost any styling.
 
Will help you take care of your fitness
Do  you  like  to  spend  your  free  time  actively,  or  maybe  you  want  to  try  your  hand  at  a  new discipline?  Colmi  P60  will  help  you!  The
smartwatch is equipped with more than 100 sports modes, so there is something for everyone. You can choose from running, cycling,
badminton, pilates, skiing, tennis and climbing, among others. What's more, the smartwatch recognizes barbell exercises, for example,
and automatically generates a workout report so you can track your progress.
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Taking care of your health
Colmi  P60  will  help  you  take  care  of  your  health.  It  counts  steps,  calories  burned  and  distance.  What's  more,  the  built-in  biosensor
monitors your heart rate around the clock, so you can track your health at all times. In addition, it measures blood saturation, records
sleep time and sleep quality. Then, based on the generated data, you can work on your habits.
 
Stay up to date
Pair your smartphone with the smartwatch and don't miss important information. Colmi P60 displays notifications of incoming calls, SMS
messages, etc. Everything important is now at your fingertips - just lift your wrist.
 
Your smart assistant
For even more convenience, the smartwatch is equipped with a number of useful  functions. From the Colmi P60 you can make a call,
check the weather forecast, set an alarm clock and timer. It is also possible to manage the music player or use the menstrual calendar.
In turn, the remote shutter button will allow you to take a photo.
 
Up to 7 days on a single charge
The smartwatch is  equipped with a 230 mAh lithium-polymer battery,  which translates into about 5-7 days of  operation.  On the other
hand, it remains in standby mode for 15 days. You'll also find a magnetic charging cable included - after about 2 hours, the smartwatch
will be ready for further use.
 
Included
smartwatch
magnetic USB charging cable
user manual
Manufacturer
Colmi
Model
P60
Color
black
Dimensions
43.8 x 36 x 10.5 mm
Material
Silicone, zinc alloy, ABS+PC
Weight
49 g
Strap width
22 mm
Compatibility
Android 4.4 (or later), iOS 8.0 (or later), Harmony OS
App
Da Fit
Waterproof
IP67
Update
OTA
Chip
Realtek RTL8763E
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Memory
RAM 578 KB, ROM 128 MB
Connection
Bluetooth BLE5.2 (application) + BT3.0 (connections)
Range
10 m
Display
TFT
Display diagonal
1.96"
Resolution
320 x 386 p
Battery
Lithium-polymer
Battery capacity
230 mAh
Charging time
approx. 2 h
Operating time
5~7 days
Standby working time
15 days
Supported languages
Smartwatch:  English  /  Chinese  /  Japanese  /  Korean  /  German  /  French  /  Spanish  /  Arabic  /  Russian  /  Ukrainian  /  Italian  /  Portuguese  /
Indonesian; App: English / Simplified Chinese / Japanese / Korean / German / French / Spanish / Arabic / Russian / Traditional Chinese /
Ukrainian /  Italian /  Portuguese /  Dutch /  Polish /  Swedish /  Finnish /  Danish /  Norwegian /  Hungarian /  Czech /  Bulgarian /  Romanian /
Slovak / Latvian / Indonesian / Thai / Turkish / Vietnamese / Hindi / Pashto / Lithuanian / Estonian / Slovenian / Croatian / Greek

Preço:

€ 34.00

Atividades e lazer, Smartwatches
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